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FINAL REPORT PART III 

THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF CESIUM MONOXIDE 

by Khi-ftuey Tsai 

INTRODUCTION 

The monoxide of cesium, C32O, is beliaved to 
have played an important role in the Cs-O-Ag 
photocaihode. although r)o investigation of the 
photoelectric property of the pure oxide has been 
recorded in the literature. The oxide, orange 
yellow at room temperature, is known to exhibit . 
pronounced color changes upon heating and cooling1»", 
A theoretical understanding of these unusual 
properties will rely, first of all, upon a complete 
knowledge of the crystal structure of this oxide. 
It is interesting to note that this oxide is the 
only compound which has been assigned an anti-CdCJfc*, 
type layer structure5, just as silver subfluorlde, 
A£2^» i-s the only compound known to have an anti- 
Cdl2 tyne layer structurell. However, there has 
been some doubt about the assigned structure of 
CS2O in so far as it is based upon not too precise 
x-ray powder work-*-2. More recently, Brauer-1- has 
observed some weak pcv;der lines of the monoxide 
which can not be indexed by Helms and Xlemra's 
model'. A further study of the structure of this 
oxide by means of single crystal work thus appeared 
to be desirable. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

(Kl    Preparation and Analysis 
of Cesium Monoxide 

The monoxide was prepared by distilling a 
suboxide of cesium, CS7O2, in a pyrex vessel at 
1&0 - 19Q°C until no more cesium appeared to condense 
on the air-cooled trap. The suboxide, CSTO?, in turn, 
was prepared by direct combination of stoirJiiometric 
proportions of pure cesium and pure oxygen in the 
presence of a small amount of purified argon, the 
procedure being the same as described for the prepar- 
ation of t. rice si urn monoxide, C83Ü (of Part IV of this 
final report series). 



The monoxide thus obtained was in the form of 
polycrystalline, laminated plates, orange-yellow 
at room temperature, cherry-red above 180°C and 
lemon-yellow at dry-ice temperature. It was readily 
pulverised by shaking with glass beads in a thorough- 
ly degassed pyrex tube. 

Because of the small weight percentage of oxypen 
in cesium monoxide, the composition of the sample can 
not be accurately determined bv alkalimetric deter- 
mination of the cesium content alone; for at 0.1$ 
error in- the alkalimetric determination would give 
rise to a£ 2J& error in the indirectly calculated 
oxygen content» Thus both Rengade* and RrauerJ- 
reported a cesium content of 94.I&  for their CsjO 
samples; compared with 94» 3 ' Cs required by the* 
formula the analysis Indicates an error of 2?> in the 
ratio of gram atoms Gs to gram atoms oxygen. The 
indication of a cesium excess is not reliable since 
the difference is within experimental error. 

However, assuming the absence of foreign elements, 
the monoxide sample can be accurately analyzed by 
decomposition with water and measurement of any small 
amount of gas «volved.  If the sample contains excess 
c«3iumt or excess ogygen, this will liberate an 
equivalent amount of hydrogen, or oxygen, respectively, 
upon decomposition with water? the gas sample can be 
readily identified by means of a mass spectrogr^ph or 
by the known methods of gas analysis and identification. 

A sample cf cesium monoxide thus analyzed gave 
0.001 mol of gas for each mol of the monoxide« showing 
an almost stoichioraetric compound. A separate 
preparation yielded a monoxide sample containing 2.8$ 
excess oxygen because of a small leakage of atmospheric 
oxygen into the sample tube. This latter samnle showed 
some weak extra lines on the x-ray powder photograph. 
However» both samoles were found to be diamapnetic with 
Xgos-0.20 x 10-6 c8g.3.u. 

(B) Re-Examination of the 
Powder Pattern 

The finely pulverized sample was preserved in a 
thin-wall pyrax capillary of about 0,2 mm diameter« 
The powder pattern was first re-examined, using CuK^i 
radiation and an ll.L-em camera» The higher resolution 



of the camera made it possible to observe many more 
weak powder lines besides those observed by Brauer. 
However, a careful examination of the powder pattern 
showed that it still could be indexed by the 
rhombohedral system with a c/a ratio of L.46, 
instead of 2.30 originally employed by Helms and 
Klemm.  (The weak powder lines observed were those 
with odd haxaeonal Ä-indices.)  Note that Helms 
and Klemm's c/a ratio was based uoon a rhombohedral 
pseudo-cell containing one C^g ion. This requires 
that the parameter of the Cs ions in the true 
rhombohedral cell containine; one Cs?0 'molecule' be 
exactly 1Ä; i.e. 2CF at t (1/2,, \/lt  i/[J, a body- 
centered rhombohedral setting. The orcsenca of weak 
powder lines with-odd hexagonal £-indices shows that 
l./i» can not be the correct parameter. 

From the present powder data, the hexagonal unit- 
cell dimensions were found to be: a5 /+»256i O.OOtA 
and c» lg.99*0.02A..  For one Cs20 'molecule' per unit- 
cell (rhombohedral), the  calculated density is 4."/lg/c,c 
as compareu with I»,«o0g/cc observed by Helms and Klemm5, 

When a freshly pulverised sample was used, the 
powder lines contributed from lattice planes parallel, 
or nearly parallel, to the c-axis (i.e. the hk»X~type 
powder lines with zero or small ^.-indices) became 
considerably weakened, indicating a shearine; disorner 
ui  the directions parallel to the basal plane while 
the 00«|reflection became stronger, probably due to 
further slight cleavage along the basal planes with the 
resulting .;ocreaße in primary extinction of the 00 »Jt, 
reflections* The;?e statements are well illustrated 
by Fig, 1, The relative intensities of the line;? In 
photograph c are in several instances quite different 
from the relative intensities of  the • orreaponciing lines 
in a and Jj>. Indices and relative intensities of the 
powcler lines of Pig, lb are jyiven in Table I. By reference 
to Table I the Indices of the CsoO powder lines of Pig« 1 
can be readily recognized„ The Intensity attribution 
of the nowder photograph became normal again if the 
?>«mole was heated for about an hoar at 150°C, or 
simply allowed to stand at room temperature for- a 
few days and then phot: graphed,  This, together with 
the '.'act that the monoxide t^nds to crystallize In 
laminated plates with wore or less perfect basal 
cleavage, leaves little doubt that a layer structure 
is correct, 
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TABLE  I.     X-RAY  POWDER DATA 
FOR CESIUM MONOXIDE 

Hexagonal Rhombohedral 
äoba.      ^calc. ^obs ^calc. 

*.*0.256   u*0.255 

0003 
iOll 
101? 
0006 
1014 

loTJ 

111 
100 
110 
222 
211 

221 
1017 
1120 
0009 
1123 

322 
101 
333 
210 

lölf 
20J1 
2022 

20?£ 

332 
111 
200 
321 
220 

iolio 
2055 

433 
31jL 

00012 
lOlfl 
2027 

I  S. I. 

U3 
331 

6.33 

3.433 
3.159 
2.911 

2,638 
2,177 
2 „124 

1.995 

1.766 
1.717 

Is 60S 

1,580 
1.559 

6.330 
1.620 
3*1*35 
3.165 
2,911 

2.643 
2.185 
2,128 
2.110 

« Ul / 

1.995 
1.835 
1,810 
1.766 
1.718 

1.688) 
1.68M 
1.583 
1«563 
1.523 

100 
25 

100 

1 
3 

25 

20 

10 
20 
10 

10 

15 

2 

6.2 
0.2 
100 
26 
88 

0,9 
3.5 
35 

0.8 
1.4 

24 
0 
16 
29 
I? 

HI 
.35 0 

M   J 

1.0 

5.0 
0.3 
100 

27 
88 

0.5 
2.6 
35 

0.5 
1,1 

25 
0.1 
16 
29 
17 

II 
0.2: 
3.7 
1.8 

1129 
20 5*8 
21I1 
2335 
10113 

^32 
422 
201 
211 
544 

W7 i 

1 • 457 

1.378 
1.359 

I.498 
1.456 
1.390 
1.379 
1.359 

10 

1.7 
8.8 

0 u 
1.3 

1.1 
9.2 

0 
14 

0,9 

310 
442 
320 
554 
543 

1*336 
1.324 

1.269 

• ^ .-> / 
1.323 
1.308 
1.273} 
1.270S 

10 
3 

20 

14 
4.9 
0.3 
3.91 

10S 

14 
5*1 
0.2 

111 



TABLE I.     (Continued) 

Hexagonal Rhombohodral 
Jflglcga Indlce?  dobs.      dcaic# Iobi3.      Icaic. 

00015              555                             1.266 0.6 0.4 
20211              533                               1.260 1.1 0.3 
2137                421                              1.239 1.0 0.7 
30TO                 211 1.229      1.229 3       5.6 5.6 
30331              30Q1                           1.206' 0.2 0.1 30331 30Q1 
03331 2?I £ 

2133 431 1.201      1.202 10      9.1 9.4 
30161 4111                            1.146") 7.0) 7.1* 
033i> 330 5 1.144                } 5            V \ 
20213 553                                1.1453 0,03 0.6J 

10116 655 1.125 1.1291 2 2,m 3.2| 
21110 532 1.123J 6.1i 6.45 
202U 644 1.093 1.0931 1 2*/> 2,6$ 
HI15 654 l.OÖgJ 2*5) 1*$> 
21311 542                               1.0*5 1.5 1.1 

10117 665 1.069      1.069] 1      1*2) 0,8? 
22710 202                                1.0643 3 »4 3.3* 
3039 l 5221                              1.062 0.6 0.4 
0339 i 441* 
oooitf 666                             1.C35 0.6 Oo? 

2243 311                                 1.049 0.2 0.2 
3141 2lJ                                1.021 0 0 
311? 301 1.015      1*01? 1      6,0 6.0 
2246 420                                1.0091 5.6 S.7 
21313 643                             1.0091 1.3 Ö.9 

314^ 321 0.99*      0.9991 2      6*9 
20216 664                              0.998 1 2.4 ?.*7l 



(C)     Single-Crystal Work 

Single crystals of "S2O were obtained by 
distilling a suboxide of cesium (C37O2)   in pyrex 
capillaries at 170 - 180°C.    The oranee-yellcw 
crystal used in the  present investigation was a 
thin,  almost rectangular plate,  C.l-U{2}  mm x 
0.20(4)   mm x 0.03U)  mm, minus one  small corner 
corresponding to about 3*5% of the total volume 
(Fig.  2).    The two developed  faces were identified 
as the OOOjj?    basal planes;  the remaining faces were 
formed by two 1120-planea,   two TiOk-oianes,   and aiwK?) 
plane which truncated a  small corner of the plate. 
The  following rotation photographs were taken'. 
(1) Cuf^t radiation with  the hexagonal base 
diagonal,   (1T20),  aWTa,   as the rotation axis; 
(2) Cu%radiation with the hexagonal a-axis, 
(IOTO) ,   as the  rotation axis;  and  (3)  MoK«*, 
radiation with the hexagonal a-axis,   (10TO),   as 
the  rotation axis.     The rotation  spots wore readily 
indexed;   and the rele^-Ive  intensities were  estimated 
visually by comparism with a blackening scale  and 
measurement of the areas. 

The  rotation  photor.rephs   {see  Fig,   3)   exhibit 
lf?ver~sh"-Trin£ disorder similar to that of brucite, 
Mg(0H)o»   a cadmium iodide type layer crystal, 
recently discussed by Brindlsy and Ogiloie*«,    On 
both  the  a-axis rotation photograph,   and the bass- 
diagonal rotation phonograph,  the hk«0~reflections 
appear as sharp spots s   while the 00•%, -reflections 
avr.ear as extended arcs.    However,  the  decree of 
shearing; disorder in the Oa^O crystal employed 
apoears to be  small,  the angular displacement of the 
c«axis beine; only about 2° as estimated  from the 
vertical  lengths of the 00•£  -spots. 

Lane photographs taken along the c~axis, 
consisting essentially of streaks because of the 
slight   sh^rine; disorder;,   indicate a Ü-.5 .  diffraction 
symmetry.     This confirms the  W^ rhomböhedral 
sn-rice gronp    there beim? only one C82O   'molecule1 

per unit   cell. 
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TREATMENT OF THE SINGLE-CRYSTAL DATA 

(A) The Absorption Factor 

For a crystal containing a high percentage of 
heavy atoms, the absorption correction becomes 
very important, Hendershot' has described an 
analytical method for computing the absorption 
factor for a rotating crystal bounded by polygonal 
facesc The equations apply to the zero-layer 
reflections only. Furthermore, in his treatment, 
internal reflections through nonadjacent faees are 
ansumed to be negligible; obviously, this condition 
is not met with in the case of thin crystalline 
Slates•£ The graphical method recently described by 
owells8 requires considerable labor even for the 
case of constant cross section. 

For a thin crystalline plate with rectangular 
cross section, a simple analytical treatment of the 
absorption factor car  be obtained by dividing the 
cross section into appropriate regions for integration« 
For a detailed description of the method employed, 
see Appendix I. The absorption factors calculated 
as described in Aopendir I are shown in Fig„ k« 

(B) The Temperature Factor 
ixnd  the Scale Factor 

The anti-CdCfco structure ^D|d^ -"«'I® snly one 
variable parameter! 0- at 0, 0, o; 2Cf at flu» us u)» 
The present powder data show that H. is closer" to 
0^21>6 than to 1/4 as reported by Helms and Klemm* 
From the single crystal intensity data, the observed 
structure amplitudes, (§ , (including the^ inherent 
temperature factor and the scale factor) were 
..aicuiated, taking 4Y11*0*85 as an arbitrary basis 
in  order to give a scale factor, K, close to «ftlty* 
Based upon these values of w, an electron-density 
line—section through the c-axis was constructed and 
u w**s again found to b.3 close to 0.256. The structure 
factors, Fc, for ua<3«?55 and us 0,256 were then 
calculated 'using Thofnas*»Fermi scattering factors for 
cesiuiB and oxide ions» The latter value of u cave 
»lightly better asjr-aeraesit with the observed FsJ*^ 
A leant squares treatment of the values0of (wF«j5 
versus corresponding values of sin* @/W' 

12 
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gave K«,0«ß29 and ^r« J.24 x 10"16 era2. Using 
these values of K and Bj, the observed structure 
factors, F0» (temperature factor bökvn out) ware 
calculated from fby means of the expression, 
f *  K?0 exp(^i±x^fjAd]^   The reliability 
factor, I (/Fft/-7PC/) /X?V» 
1Z.I&.   (see Table II). 

was found to be 

ELSCTRON-DSNSITT LINE SECTIONS 

Four line sections, p(OOs), of «le^tron 
density along the e»«x±s were constructed from 
the following sets of data:7 il) 
observed structure amplitudes including the 
natural temperature factor,.. 

(2) calculated structure amplitudes, 

Fc *. ¥CBX p (• JTsm
2$'A2) 

based upon us0.256 and Thomas-Fermi*a scattering 
factors for 0s and Os;  (3) calculated structure 
amplitudes based upon us 0.256 and Pauling-Sherman's 
scattering factors for 0a and Cij Ik)  observed 
structure amplitudes, P0*, plus calculated values, 
Fc'j for the weak, unobserved reflections. These 
four sets of data cov«r the earns  region from 
(sin@)/X= 0 to (sin$} % - 0.642, so the seriös 
termination errors in/*(00«) may be assumed to be 
approximately the same» 

The calculated electron density line section, 
fTöOa), based on (3) show« a slightly higher oxygen 
peak and a slightly lower cesium peak than does 
fef00«) based on (2)* Otherwise there is no 
essential difference between the r,wc line sections. 
Hence it. is sufficient to use only the p^GOs) 
based on Thoaas-Fer«! F 5 for comparison with the 
observed electron density line sections, /*0(üOsl, 
based on (13 and (4). 

The three line sections based on (l)s (2), and 
(4) show practically the same oxygen peak and the same 
position for the maximum of the cesium peak (see-Fig« 5)' 
Hence U * 0.256s 15*36/60 is the correct" parameter 
Up to a radius of about Q,?A from the center of the 

•* ». 



TABLE II.  OBSERVED AND CALCULATED 
STRUCTURE FACTORS 

Layar 
and Radi- _ 

hk* I *oba. Rotation 
Axis 

ation A |l 1 <? 
3 t K 3Fc 

u* 0.256 

00 5 1.8 0,a» Cu 0.0136 7.0 8.4 8.6 20 
10 1 3 «3 
10 200 l,af Cu 0.01Si 93 106 114 -8? 

122 0,a Ho 0.54. 84 
00 6 100 

100 
Q,a' 
0,a 

Cu 
ÖU 

0,026 % 65 70 -84 

10 j.sa Cu L> . UXJ. is 79 99 109 96 
92 0,a irw> 0.48 ,14 

IG 5 -11 
10 7 2, a* vU 0.Q2Ö 1 "5 21 27 

2.9 0,a Mo 0.38 20 
11 0 \k\ Cu 0.019 89 103 121 88 

13 K 5, a« Cu 0.0066 
93 1,8 Mo 0,57 

00 r 
9 9,0 0,a« 0.040 

-x   *r 18 22 -23 
11 •* 3.1 0,a? Cu 0.0136 13 li 18 14 

"3     } 3»ä* Cu 0.0086 .li. 
10 8 7-5 l,a* Cu 0,0063. 41 57 69 82 

12 2,a» Cu 0.033 47 u 0»a Mo o„"5 52 
20 1 
20 2 45 2, a» Cu 0.0146 64 75 *7I 

H ! 0,a Mo 0.56 60 
11 6 37 0,a* Cu 0.0114 $2 ig. • • 77 -71 

IS 3f*
T Cu 0.0068 39 

50 l,a Mo 0.46 55 
20 £ 22 2ta« Ca 0oOOB9 59 92 79 

*y # O.a Mo 0.54 5? 
10 10 1.1 l.a« Cu 0.0143 35 41 ^ 5 -67 

•j e 2,a« Ca 0>üuiJ 33 
4*6 l»a Mo 0.2? 34 

20 5 -10 
00 12 39 0,a* Cu U 3 U ^ JB 

.«V  «•* 

45 62 70 
c Arti- •> 11 c»a Mo 36 

20 11 3*9 l#a« Cu 0.024 16 22 •3 fj 3 3 
4 a. ??a* Cu 0.045 18 

15 



TABLE II.   (Continued) 

Layer 
and Radi- 

hk*£ ^•obs. Rotation 
Axis 

ation A 
T» H 5*0 

Xm 

^0.256 

ca. 1 »0 0,a Mo 0.27 
20    7 «~ o,a Cu 15 10 . 26 22 
11    9 0.6 0,af Cu 0.0089 8,ii. 13 19 -21 

3J- 35a» Cu 0.005#(?) (211 
1.9 l}a Mo 0.39 13 

20     5 5.0 2,a» Cu 0.006*9 33 45 65 70 
9.6 0,a Mo 0.1,6 40 

21    1 
21     1 

0,4 
i,a' Cu o.oig > /• *4 U 55 85 -.65 

15 l,a Mo 0.55 45 
.10 13 4.9 A. * Or, Cu 0.033 1* 21 32 -29 

3.« 2,a' Cu 0*053 17 
o;a Mo 0»2 5 A  •*• 

21     Ü, IX. t| l.a» Cu 0.015 L2 49 76 70 
11 l,a Mo 0.5I1 40 

20 lb t Cu 0.0079 JH 5k «60 
4.1 0,a Mo 0.43 28 

si 3 «10 
10 14 16 l.a« Cu 0,050 2.4 35 5S -54 

10 2   ;s* C>.x 0.057 30 
11 12ca. 0>a* Cu O.OÖ64 0*7 35 5$ 62 

27 Cu 0.030 3() 
CO  15c. a«j6 

3:6 
0,3' 
0,a Cu 

0.066 
15 

18 30 30 

ftw-0 s «">• 
20 ll©»-0,5 

0,a Mo 0,29 (16) 
0 a Mo 0,41 1J 13 22 29 

21    7 0,3 l.a Cu — s 13 22 19 
0 * 4 l,a Mo 0,50 9 

30    0 7.7 3, a' G u 0,0136 33 43 67 (5 0, 3 Mo u, 55 '   Ü 

30    3 0.7 0,a Cu 6 11 10 
21    8 3.5 l.a» Cu r>  01f)7 29 36 63 63 

l,a Mo 0,49 31 
30    6 6.1 3,as Cu 0.0093 27 31 58 -5H 

«g* 6.2 Mo 0.51 25 
20 13 1*5 2,«' Cu 0,019 .U: 17 31 «27 
10 16 12 1      *** Cu 0„063 23 29 55 53 
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TABL: II.     (Continued) 

Layer 
and Radi- 

hk*l obs. Rotation 
Axis 

ation A H 1 ¥ 
3 K 5?o 1F 

^=0.256 

7.2 2,a« Cu 0.064 25 
21   10 1.3 l,a» Cu 0„006J!, 24 29 55 -55 
20  It 6.1 2,a' Cu 0.035 22 27 52 -50 

1« 3 Q,a Mo 0,35 21 
21  12fc a.0*4 lfa Mo 0.4k 10 12 24 27 
11 l5fca.0.6 l,a Mo 0.25 18 36 35 

4» *- 0,a' Cu 0.044 12 
16 .}>a Cu 0.054 18 

10 1? 6.3 l,a' Cu 0 068 16 22 Uh -34 
«.5 2, a' Cu 0-070 19 

22    0 3.? 0, al Cu 0.01? 26 31 64 62 
30    9 -16 
00 18 6.6 0,a* Cu 0.079 16 19 40 «44 
22     3 
31   1 •0.2 
31    2 Ui Cu O.Olfi 2k 29 03 •56 

2.3 L , tl Mo 0.54 i-j , 
22    6 3.5 3  rJ- Cu U.Vlfe 18 22 »54 
21  13 -25 
31 i 
20 i£ 

2,1 1       ••- Mo 0.54 22 27 60 59 
2,a« 0.051 17 21 4t 49 31 J -V 

2i n 3.3 i,a» Cu 17 21 48 -47 
30  12 9-0 V a« .? * <ft C u 0,017 /4r. 24 57 53 

O^a Mo 0.45 17 
10  19 6.6 l,a' Cu 0,07.4 15 19 4.6 .>.'' 

4.4 2,a' Cu o3076 17 
31    7 17 
20 17 
5'        r? 

3« 4 O     at Cu 0.059 11 13 112 10 

11    18 11 0,a« Cu 0*066 14 1« 45 »41 
16 Cu 0.066 15 

31    8 1.1 * »a I*Io 0.50 17 21 51 55 
i*G     I -0*5 1 A     0''i e-. 

l.a' Cu O.O83 14 I / 44 42 
*.. 0 ? a1 Cu 0.082 14 

40     2 1.5 0,a Mo 0.5*» 19 23 60 «53 
21   16 6.5 l^a» Cu 1   /" i: c 15 18 49 46 



TABLE II.     (Continued) 

Layer 
and Radi- 

hk*jL     -^obs.  Ho"tation ation 
Axis 5«H  ¥°    5F2 

V*0.256 

40 4 
00 21 
31 10 
1*0 5* 
22 12 
30 15 
31 11 
20 19 
40 7 

22c; 

21 
40 
32 
20 
32 
10 

31 
32 
:u 
40   10 

32     1 
31 i; 
22 15 

I.A. 
5.1 
0.0 

3.1 
7.9 

J..5 

2.° 
1.0    0, 

i. 

io     4.3 
2 cal.6 

ä • 5 • h 

H 40 

32    7 
10  21 

i: 3.        0 
30 IP 
2*1 3 
32 8 
ivO 13 
00 24 
21 2l> 
20  32 
1.1     f> 

1   '"* -a. «• i 

1        ! 
X   .   -A. 

,0.7 
11 
16 

0,7 
1,0 

3.9 

5.6 

£.5 

ea2.5 

6.5 
p * • 
8.0 
0 -. 5 

0,a 
O.a» 
1, a 

0,a? 

2, a« 

l,a' 

l,a* 
l,a» 
2,a* 
2,af 

2,a 
0,a? 

35a« 
0,a 
0,a 

2,aj 

l,a» 

l,a« 
1 .« 
l»a 
0 a 

l,a' 

0   a* 
l,a» 
0,a 
l.a 

Mo 
Cu 
Mo 

Cu 
Cu 

Cu 

Cu 
.v«o 

Cu 
Cu 
Cu 
Cu 
Cu 
Mo 
Cu 
Cu 
Mo 
Cu 

Cu 
Cu 

Cu 

Cu 
Cu 
Mo 
Cu 

Cu 

Cu 
Cu 
Cu 
I-:o 

0,53 
0.091 
0,48 

0.028 
0.0^8 

0.071 

0.065 
0.50 

0.07Ö 
0,016 
0.092 
0,091 
0.042 
0.50 
0.076 
0,079 
0.48 

0.054 
0.064 

0,080 

0.101 
0.103 
0.54 

0.0143 

0.104 
0,089 

0.500 

18 22 58 
11 13 36 
li 17 ij.O 

11 13 37 
.10 12 34 

10 12 34 

9 11 32 
18 65 

8.2 10 31 
15 18 57 
9 9.6 30 
7 
5.7 6 Q 22 
}.') 18 (?8 
10 11 35 
# 

15 16 50 
11 

10 12 41 
6 7.2 24 

8.4 10 3'5 

v.- • ( * 10 35 
8.0 
15 18 63 
7.3 Ö  if O . b 31 

12 52 

6.6 8.0 29 
0 •* 10  37 
7 8.4 ' 32 
9 11  41 

55 
-37 

«a 
50 
30 
23 
37 
16 

-30 
52 

•DO 
40 

_sn 

„23 

-35 

»8 
»42 

29 
22 
35 
I? 
uc 
52 

«38 

49 
m o ••> 

-J 2 
38 

«-46 
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cesium ion at e< u* 15.36/60, the shapes of the 
cesium peaks on the three line sections are 
practically the sane, although the scale factor, 
1/K, for the observed structure aroplitudes, F0

f, 
appears to be slightly too high. However, in 
the outer shell bevond rtt0»?A, the observed 
electron density,/°p(00s), based on either (1), 
or (4). appears to be considerably higher than 
Pr(00aJ based or. either (2), or (3). This arises 
fro& the fact that tu« observed values of F^^Q, 
P^v.o and ^Rfc.i are systematically higher than 
the calculated values, while the observed values 
of FQQ*fr JhiUl  F9ß-lÖ» ?I0.Ö, fXO.10 are 
eo'AsIaarably lower than the calculated values, 
because of a higher degree of perfection of the 
layer crystal along the c~axia and therefore higher 
extinctions for the 00»JI reflections. This point 
will be discussed later. 

It is to be not.ad that in the outer shell of 
the cesium ion beyond r* CU7A th« observed electron 
density, p^iOOz)„ based on either (1) or \h), appears 
to be considerably higher on.that side o 
ion toward the neighboring Ct  layer at 

B.wi«i »Awe of the cesium 
-t g*i*-u)«4.62/60 

than on that side of the cesium ion toward th« neigh- 
boring 0* layer at I« #*20/60, For/^(COz) based 
on (l), this difference appears to be most conspicuous 
in the region between r* O.0A and r*l»lA; whereas 
for ^0(00K)  based on CM , this difference in electron 
density on  the two side« of the cesium ion occurs in 
the region between r*l*/*A and r* 2.0A3 in accord 
with the abnormally large distance between cesium 
ion*? in adjacent layers. Since it may mot be Justi- 
fiable to neglect the weak, unobserved reflections 
and since the agreement between fQ  and F_ for most of 
the weak reflections appears to be good, the observed 
electron-density line sect lot; baaed on \lr)   probably 
gives a better representation of the true relative 
electron distribution on the two sides of the cesium 
ion» Based on (2) and (41. the radial distribution 
difference function{ tw^lA, - pc). appears to be 
practically symmetrical up to a radius of about X„1A, 
Setween l.LA and i«?A, there are about 3 electrons 
more in the hemispherical shell towards the neigh» 
boring Cf layer (i.e*., in the region between 
B*ll/60 and 2 * 10/60) than in the hemispherical 
shell towards the neighboring oxide layer (i.e., in 
the regions between a3» 19*7/60 and SR * 20.7/6Ö, 
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assuming hemispherical symmetry of the electron 
density distribution on both sides of the ceslus 
ion. this difference in electron density.cn the 
two sides of the cesium ion gives at least a 
qualitative indication of the polarization of the 
cesium ion in the layer lattice; it is of greater 
significance than the absolute values of ^(^Os) 
in the region between r*Q»7A and ral.kA, for 
the apparent hlph electron density in this region 
along the c-axis raav be largely due to the failure 
to correct for extinctions in some of the observed 
structure factors. The ais;ht electron difference 
has, of course, no quantitatives a:U;r.ificance 
although the Indication of soiae degree of poiari~ 
«ation seems plausible. 

Prora the observed parameter, u » 0,256, and 
the cell size, a s 4.256f O.OOU and c s 18.99* 0.02A, 
the following interionic distances wer® obtained: 
C#.-O**2.Ö6S0.01A, Cj-Ot» t,19*0.02A. 

DISCUSSION 

A, Temperature Factor and 
Lattice Disorder 

The fact that the cesium Ion appears to be 
elongated along the c-axis or» the observed electron- 
density line sections would seem to indicate a 
considerably higher temperature factor along the 
c-axls than along the a-axls. However, the apx&ejuent 
between F« and Fc appears to be generally good Irs the 
higher (sin$)/>* region, where the structure amplitudes 
are more sensitive to thermal vibrations or other 
forms of lattice disorder. Hence the effective temper- 
ature factor can not b« very far from Isotropie.  In a 
layer crystal like this, the natural thermal vibration 
aldng the c-axis is expected to be higher than along 
the a-axes, but the effective temperature factor along 
the a~axes also includes the effect due to the slight- 
layer «shearing disorder*  Finally, there ns&y also be 
a high degree of Schottky disorder ir: this type of 
crystal as indicated by-the high apparent temperature 
factor (cf - 3*24 x lQ-*6cmz). 

The powder data show an even higher temperature 
factor» indicating that disorders clue to mechanical 
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disturbance were not completely removed by annealing. 
As pointed out previously, the intensities of different 
types of powder lines of such a layer crystal depend 
very much on the mechanical treatment of the powder 
sample. Note that Helms and Klema' and Brauer1 re- 
ported the powder line intensities for the 10,2, 
00.6, and 10.4 reflection as about equal, whereas 
with a well-annealed powder sample the 10.2 and 10*L 
powder lines observed in this laboratory were about 
four times as strong as the 00,6 powder lines. 

B, Extinction Arising from Partial 
Perfection of the Layer Crystal 
Alone the C-Axis 

As pointed out previously, the observed values 
°?  pfsk.Q» ^nk.2> and ^hk»4 appsar©3 to be systemati- 
cally higher than the calculated values while the 
observed values of ^QQ,« apoeared to be lower» Most 
of the serious deviations between P0 and F occur in 
the strong; reflections in the lower' (sin%)jj\  region. 
This shows that there were considerable extinctions 
for the reflections from those lattice planes parallel, 
or nearly oarallel, to the basal plane, ao suggested 
by the fact thnt the layer crystal of Cs20 tends to 
develop perfect basal cleavage and exhibits slight 
layer-shearing disorder« The crystal might be highly 
imperfect along th&  a-axes, but nearly perfect along 
the c-axis, so that there could be a svstematic 
weakening, because of extinctions, of the strong 00 »I 
reflections and b0*& reflections with small h- and 
large f-indices» Even small crystallites in the 
powder sample showed considerable extinctions of these 
last two types of reflections« The 00*6, 00,12, 
10,10 powder lines of a freshly pulverised powder 
samole of cesium monoxide appeared to be considerably 
stronger than the corresponding powder lines of an 
annealed sample (see Fif% lb), because of further 
slight cleavage along the basal planes of the crystal- 
lites with the resultant decrease in primary extinctions 
of the 00»E reflections. 

CB Polarisation of the Cesium 
Ion in the Layer Lattice 

The abnormally large Cd - Cs distance 
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(14.9A vs. 2rc*s3»36A), the slight shortening of 
the C| -0* distance (2.86A vs. re a *r<j**1.6dA+1.40** 
3.0ÖA), and the appreciably higher electron density 
in the region between r sLU and r»1.7^ on the+ 
side of the cesiura ion towards the neighboring Cs 
layer, indicate that the cesium ion must be highly 
polarized in the cesium monoxide layer crystal 
by neiphbcrinsi Ö3 layer on the on<=» side and the 
neighboring C«r laver on the other side. Electro- 
static repulsion between the two neighboring Cs 
layers is also expected to increase the Cs - 6» 
distance.  Ä theoretical justification of the 
abnormally lar?u Cs - Cs distance based on the 
combined effect of polarisation and electrostatic 
repulsion can be made by expressing the lattice 
energy of cesium monoxide as a function of the 
parameter, u, knowing the cell si?.e and the polar- 
i«ability of the cesium ions; this lattice energy 
could then he  compared with that calculated from 
known thermochemlcal*"0 and spsctroseopic data by 
means of the Born-fiaber cycl««^ 

*  "TT»e Made lung constant for the Cs~,G crystal has 
been calculated for each of several, values of the 
parameter u in the vicinity of 0«256B The electro- 
static (Coulomb) contribution to the lattice energy 
is thereby obtained« For the observed value of 
u * ,256 the electrostatic contribution to the 
dissioclation energy (into ions) is found to be 
0')L*7  Kcal, while that calculated from the observed 
heat of formation of GsgO using the Born-Haber cycle 
Is +52^.5*7 K*al.  iliis close agreement suggests 
that the (non-Coulorabic) repulsive energy is very 
nearly compensated by the polarisation energy (due 
to polarization of cesium ions) and the \ran 6.%v #aals 
attraction» The non-Coulombic repulsion and the 
polarisation energies have also been calculated. As 
expected, the polarization energy is opposite in sign to 
the repulsion and cancels about two thirds of it. The 
Van der Waals energy has not been computed but it 
se°ras reasonable that it will nearly cancel the re« 
mainder of t,he non-Coulombic repulsion« Sorae further 
calculations seem reoulred In order to produce a 
finished piece of v*ork8 Since most of the above 
calculations were performed after termination of the 
contract and since the calculations era still in progress 
the details are not being reported* It is now quite 
clear» however, that CsgO ±3  a perfectly normal Ionic 
crystal.« The unusual structure may well be due to the 
high polsrisfctaility of cesium ion although this is not 
yet unambiguously proven by calculation, 
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It is to be noted that, in the cane of the 
cadmium chloride type layer crystals, the polar- 
izing field acting on the halide ions is reversed 
in direction and tends to draw electrons away 
from the region between the halide-haiide layers, 
while the electrostatic repulsion still tends to 
keep the two neighboring halide layers apart. 
Thus the two effects now more or less compensate, 
rather than reinforce, each other. Hence the 
observed haline-halide interionic distances in 
the CdC£2-type of layer crystals appear to be 
normal in the case of the chlorides and the bromides 
(Table III)» However, in the case of the nickel 
iodide layer crystal, the observed I**- I"" distance 
3.9?A is about 0.35A lower than twice the known 
ionic radius (2.16A) of the iodide ion. This indi- 
cates that for the large iodide ion, the polar- 
isation effect actually predominates as should be 
expected* 

D. Extra Powder Lines 
of Impure Cesium 
Monoxide Sample 

A sample of cesium monoxide known to contain 
2.0$ exce?n oxygon gave the following extra powder 
lines? d/n»3.30(5),'3.60(2), 3.06(2), 2.60(3), 
2Jih(l)i  figures inside the bracket;-, Indicate the 
observed intensities relative to that of the strongs* 
CsgO powder line (IG.A-iine) as 100. Other powder 
samples of OspO  known to be partially oxidised 
because of inadequate purification of the argon also 
showed these extra lines together with three more 
foreign lines at d/n* 1.92(1), 1.08(1), and 1.62(1). 
These extra lines cannot be indexed by the known 
GS2O pattern, or CS9O3 pattern, or a combination of 
both. Furthermore,"the oxygen-rich impurities did 
not appear to be paramagnetic since the impure Cs^-O 
sample still showed practically the same diamagnetie 
susceptibility as that of an almost etoiehiom&tri'. 
sample» The existence of a diamagnetie higher oxide, 
probably CsjjO*», is Indicated-'»''. Difficulty of 
preparing such an intermediate higher oxide of cesium 
in a sufficiently pure stare arises from the fact 
that, in the solid-g£_* reaction between cesium monoxide 
and oxygen, once a thin surface coating of the inter- 
mediate higher oxide is foiled it is oxidised further 
to Cs~0-> and C3C2 while the interior layer of unreacted 
C32O remains shielded from the action of oxygen« 
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SUMMART 

1. ThI x-ray powder pattern of cesium monoxide 
has been re-examined. The presence of many powder 
lines (weak) with odd hexagonal l-indices shows that 
the Ce ions cannot be in a body-centered rhombohedral 
setting and therefore the parameter u » l/U,  given by 
Helms and Klemm, is incorrect. 

2. Single crystals of cesium monoxide have been 
prepared for the first time. Single-crystal photo- 
graphs have confirmed the anti-CdCt^tvpe layer 
structure, Djjj. Rotation photofrraohs have been found 
to show the existence of layer-shearing disorder in 
the crystal, similar to that exhibited by brucite, 
MgCOH}^, a layer crystal, recently discussed by 
Brindley and Ogiloie . Layer-shearing disorder in the 
CagO crystals has also been observed on the powder 
photograph taken with a freshly pulverised sample» 

3* Treatment of the single-crystal data for 
absorption corrections by direct integration has been 
described in some detail. High extinctions for the 
strong 00--H, reflections and hö«£ reflections with 
small h~ and large £-indices have been observed, 
arising from more or less perfect basal cl3av*iga and 
slight layer-shearing disorder* 

k»    The cell constants and interionic distances 
hare been found to be: a* b,256£ Q.004A. c ~ IS«9920,02- 
u» 0.256} Cf-O^a.^iO.OlA, Ct-Qt*4.19*0,02A, 

5. A differential comparison öf the observed 
and the calculated electron-density line section 
alon^ the c-axis indicates that the cesium ions are 
polarised in the layer lattice of cesium monoxide 
crystals. 

6. The abnormally high Gs - Ce distance has 
been ascribed to the combined effects of the polar- 
isation of the cesium ions ami  the electrostatic 
repulsion between adjacent Cö layers• Interionic 
distances in the CdCJ^-tyoe layer crystals have also 
been discussed in the light of these two effects* 

7» Sxtra powder lines of partially oxidised 
powder samples of cesium monoxide ana the observed 
diamagnette susceptibility cf the sample suggest 
the existence of an intermediate higher oxide 
besides CsOj? and Gs20l (?}, 
* 
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APPENDIX 

CALCULATION OF THE  ABSORPTION FACTOR 
BY DIRECT INTEGRATION 

A.    Rotation about the Base Diagonal,   (11*0). 
The axis of rotation being parallel to the vertical 
edges of the crystalline platef the case of one of 
constant cross section except for the upper and 
lewer edsres (and the small truncated corner which 
can be neglected)• 

If the c»&xls is taken as the polar axis,  then 
the direction of the incident beam, et,  can be con- 
fined to the first quadrant without loss of gener- 
ality,  and the projected direction of the diffracted 
beam, &t  may lie in one of the four quadrants*    The 
cross 'section of the cry *>tal plate can be divided 
into apm'opriat« regions for integration &s shown in 
the following diagram: 
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These regions can be designated as regions of eomer 
reflections, I and I?. surface reflections, II and 
II*, and Internal reflections, III and III*, the 
contribution for the last one being negligible» The 
absorption factor, A, can be obtained by integrating 
the following expression? 

i 

4.    C. 

where^ v, s, and h are, respectively, the absorption 
coefficient, the volume, the cross section area, and 
the height of the crystal;%i and %o are t*16 optical 
paths of the iacidejot and diffracted besunej %h  is the 
projection of the diffracted beam,%2» upon 8» 'X *S 
the layer inclination anglej and the summation is to 
be carried out ovsr all the separate regions, s^V 
After simplification, the following expressions are  ' \ 
obtained* •"."*'.'! 

(a) « and 3 in the first and second qua&ranta« 

Special cases   U = ß o ß'  "X - o « 

(b) §4 &lf* SL    i-n *'ne  first and third quadrants« . 
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f~>v 

\oy     p' < * 

(c) o^ and  ß[ in the first quadrant. 

the last term being the correction for internal 
reflection through the upoer and lower edges 
with  ilot-plane as the inclined surface,  and % 
being the an^le between the c-axis and the 
TlOt-plane» 

(d) eg and jB' in the first and fourth quadrants, 

j- JL • l~$- +   L- ) 

f i~=t^ (_i^ *. +£~ß' % 

»/   I ,   f^-cA    \ 7 
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In the abcve expressions, ct, yS, and f*%  are taken a3 
the acute angles which c&, A, and a* respectively, 
make with the c-axis. The'crystalis jtreated as a 
rectangular plate except for the two ItOU-edgea, the 
small truncated corner being neglected. 

B. In the case of rotation .about the hexagonal 
a-axis (10.0), the crystal plate can be divided by 
horiaental planes passing through the corners into a 
central parallelogised eection with constant horieental 
cross section, and a top and a bottom section where the 
width, t,  varies with the height because of the triangu- 
lar faces. Integration of the absorption factors for 
these sections is still quite streightforward, except 
that, for MoK^k radiation, the exponential terms can no 
longer be neglected because of -ehe considerably smaller 
absorption coefficient ^l^cnr*-*- for M© K^ , and 
yk*L520C!a""J- for CuK^, based upon the mass absorption 
coefficients of Cs and 0 given in Int. Tabellen, II, 
577 - 7# (1935), *nd the knox*n density of the crystal, 
k«70g/ec.». However, for* and £'less than 60°, good 
approximations for the absorption factors can be 
obtained by merely integrating through the thickness 
of the crystal piste and neglecting all the corner and 
edge corrections; 

f f*****^ *±[l-*<***kt 
V 

The CuK^l photograph taken with the hexagonal 
a-axis as the rotation axis was used only in checking 
some of the unresolved reflections on the other two 
photographs. The relative magnitudes of the absorption 
factors were estimated from the values calculated for 
the corresponding reflections on the base-diagonal 
rotation nhotograph using the same radiation. 

For each-reflection, the angles öL and ß*, which 
the incident beam and the projection of the diffracted 
beam, respectively,, make with the c-axls, were determined 
graphically with the use of a reciprocal lattice map 
and a circle of reflection for the appropiate layer. 
The angle, /8, between the diffracted beam and the e-axis 
can be obtained from the following relation: 
cos£ - coaS'cosTt, where %.  is the laver inclination 
anfde.  it is to be noted that, for those reflections 
above the sero isyer with p-factor greater than 1, 
there are two nairs of * and ft,  and therefore two values 
of the absorption factor, A, for each reflection. In 
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such cases, mean values of A were taken. 

For fixed hk, the absorption factor, Ahk «t 
can be plotted as a function of jg. This is   * 
illustrated in Fig. k  for the case of rotation 
about the base diagonal, (11*0), and with GuJ^ 
radiation. A change in the tyoe of reflection is 
indicated by an abrupt change in the slope of tne 
absorption curve. 
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